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In recent years，many different perspectives have been showed in the study of the 
clan in North China. Some scholars believe that the development of the North China 
clan is inferior to the South China. Most of them choose the ancestral hall，sacrificial 
fields，and genealogies as indicators for comparison. However，the main measure of 
the development of the north china clan is not based on the above elements. Through 
the combing and analysis of this article，we can tell that during the history from Ming 
dynasty to the Republic of China，the clan cemetery have always played an important 
role in developing clan in North China，and through the development of the clan all 
the time.  
Through the combing of the genealogy data in Beijing，Tianjin and Hebei 
province，we can find that in north China since Ming dynasty，the clan’s change is 
closely related to their development. From the genealogy data，we can clearly see that 
the clan cemetery have an important status in the clan of the north China. North China 
clan attach great importance to clan cemetery，reflected in the cemetery's location， 
layout，management and sacrifice，etc. Choosing the cemetery's location，from the 
initial generation of the clan is conducted，and continue to following several 
generations. North China’s terrain mostly is the plain，so we can clearly see the 
pecking order in clan cemetery，because these clan buried the ancestors with zhao mu 
order in the cemetery. Besides the zhao mu order，moving graveyard to another place， 
and placing a coffin in a temporary shelter pending burial are also seen，that 
instructions the attach of great importance to the order of north China clan cemetery 
from another side of view. Buying cemetery paper，is one of the important clan 
literature and property，many clans put them in the genealogy，and leave them to their 
children. The repairs of the graves，setting up the guards of the cemetery，and clan 
cemetery’s sacrifice process regulation，all these embody the cemetery’s center 
position in the clan of north China. It can be seen that north China clan affairs 
















related to the expansion and changes of the clan cemetery.  
Through sorting the picture of clan cemetery and other related information from 
literatures about the clan in North China area，it is obvious to find that there are 
different development forms of North China clan cemetery since Ming dynasty. From 
different clan cemetery expansion changes，we can see the different types of clan 
development of North China. These clans no matter what time to move in，and no 
matter experienced what kind of develop processes，the status of cemetery in clan 
affairs is unshakable. Since Ming dynasty，the clan cemetery's status in clan of the 
north China is never fall，it has always been an important position of clan affairs，is 
not replaced by genealogy，ancestral hall and other matters. 
The clan of Ma，who was moving to Dongguang county during the early Ming 
dynasty，they live on farm work，and race their status through the political career， 
and consolidate the clan influence and property through the cemetery，ancestral hall 
and the field. They expand their clan cemetery around their house，and by buying 
other ethnic cemetery to expand the clan property，to achieve the development of the 
clan. The clan of Guo，who was moving to Tianjin during the middle and late Ming 
dynasty，arrive in Tianjin to do business，then they make a lot of property. From the 
beginning，the clan of Guo attaches great importance to the purchase and management 
of cemetery，organize a large number of cemetery paper，conclude regulatory 
management and extending the cemetery to the place of outside the live scope，thus 
expanding field. The clan of Liu，who was moving to Tianjin during the middle of the 
Qing dynasty，they live and do business together. They move their graveyard to 
another place beceuse of a war，and conflict on the new house address rework their 
clan cemetery，build ancestral hall，and set up the sacrificial fields. Their management 
is very standard，and set up a fairly detailed system and rule. Represented by the 
establishment of clan cemetery，Liu's development shows a tendency of fairly 
concentrated. These three different forms of clan cemetery expansion and clan history， 
show the different contexts of development North China clan to us. The analyzing of 
North China clan in the perspective of clan cemetery，shows some characters of the 

















the following up studies.  
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